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AM I

IN

L UCK ?

Am I in good luck?
This is one of the most
common questions that
people ask me when it
comes to destiny analysis.
Everyone wants to feel
lucky. Everyone wants to
feel good. Everyone wants
to achieve success easily.
What is actually luck?
Why is luck so important?
Good luck means good
fortune. It is a combination of circumstances and
events, operating by
chance to bring good or ill
to a person. It is also a
force, which is influenced
by cyclical environmental
energies, to affect circumstances, events and opportunities in one’s life. So
when someone says that he
feels that he is in good
luck, he feels that he is
able to overcome barriers,
ride on opportunities that
come along the way etc. In
other words, everything is

deemed as smooth-sailing
for him. Why and how
does this happen?
It is actually the beneficial
cyclical environmental
energies that are shaping
circumstances, events and
opportunities that help him
to achieve success in his
endeavours.
From starting a new business, to searching for a
new home, to playing a
game of tennis, luck plays
a part and everyone needs
luck. One also needs romance luck in finding the
right life partner. The list
goes on. In no aspect of
life will someone find luck
unimportant!
Everyone
adores Lady Luck.
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A BOUT THE A UTHOR
POSSESSING a probing mind
and
an
insatiable
appetite
for knowledge, Mr. Lim Eng
Cheong has developed a

keen interest in Feng Shui,
an ancient Chinese metaphysical science, at a very
tender age.
He receives formal Feng
Shui education from various renowned Singapore
and Hong Kong Feng Shui
Masters. Mr. Lim Eng

(www.ProsperWithFengShui.
com), which provides customised consultation on Feng
Shui, destiny and luck analyses. Mr. Lim Eng Cheong
also conducts public seminars
and workshops on Feng Shui,
Mr. Lim Eng Cheong is the
Ba Zi and related topics.
founder of CHANG Consultancy
Cheong has since attained
proficiency in performing
professional Feng Shui consultations and Destiny Analysis for people from various
walks of life.
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H OW DO I KNOW IF I’ M IN GOOD LUCK ?

When will my good luck
come? When will my good
luck last? The Chinese
have a unique and accurate
system to determine the answers to these questions.

Alex who is born on 13 Sep 2007 at 0800hrs,
has the following set of Ba Zi (
):

八字

They use the 4 Pillars of
Destiny analysis or more
commonly known as the Ba
Zi (
).

八字

From our date and time of
birth, our Ba Zi (
) can
be plotted. For example,

八字

“A LEX WILL BE
IN LUCK WHEN
W ATER , W OOD
& F IRE
ELEMENTS ARE
PRESENT . H E
WILL BE DOWN
IN LUCK IN THE
PRESENCE OF
E ARTH & M ETAL
E LEMENTS .”

八字) : 13 September 2007, 0800hrs

Alex’s Ba Zi (

A LEX ’ S B A Z I I NTERPRETATION

From Alex’s set of Ba Zi

八字

(
) above, we can deduce that Alex is a strong
Metal person whose favourable elements are Water,
Wood and Fire.
From this, it is clear that
when these favourable elements or environmental energies are present, he will
benefit from it and enjoy

higher possibilities of success. Alex will therefore be
in luck.
Similarly, when his unfavourable elements (which
are Earth and Metal) are
present, he will face more
competition and encounter
obstacles and difficulties.
We can then say that Alex is
down in luck during these
times.

A LEX ’ S L UCK C YCYLE I NTERPRETATION

Water (水),

火
金

Wood (

土

木),

examine his luck cycle (

大运):

Fire ( ), Earth ( ) and
Metal ( ) constitute the 5Element system. These are
notations that represent the
different types of energies or
Qi in our environment.
Now, how do we determine
when will his luck arrive?
And for how long will he
enjoy good luck? To answer
these questions, we will first

Alex’s luck cycle chart

___________________
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In this example, we have
earlier deduced that Alex’s
favourable elements are Water, Wood and Fire. From
his luck cycle, we can therefore see that he will face
some difficulties or obstacles during his early years.

the luck cycle governs 10
years and each character
governs 5 years.
From the above example, we
can see that Alex has better
luck in the long term and
will enjoy good luck for
many years.

His luck will, however, improve when he turns 21 as
Fire, Wood and Water elements start to interact with
his Ba Zi (
).

八字

By looking at the luck cycle
(
), we are actually examining one’s luck at a
macro level. Each pillar in

大运

Then how do we examine
our luck at a micro level?
In our Chinese calendar,
each year, each month, each
day or even each specific
hour of the day is associated
with a pair of characters,
namely the Heavenly Stem
(
) and the Earthly
Branch (
).

天干

地支

天干
地

Each Heavenly Stem (
)
or each Earthly Branch (
) is represented by one of
the 5 elements.

支

With this notation or representation, we can tell if one
is enjoying good luck this
year, this month, this day or
even this hour!
Let us look at Alex again.
Year 2007 is a Pig Year. It
)
is known as ding hai (
in the Chinese calendar. It
also means that Fire and
Water elements are dominant and present. Hence, we
can say that Alex is enjoying

丁亥

good luck this year due to
the presence of Fire and
Water elements. We can do
it the similar way to determine his luck for the month,
day and time, narrowing
down to a more micro level
each time.

Which is more important,
luck cycle (
) – macro
or annual luck (
) –
micro? I shall give you an
analogy to answer this question.

大运

流年

Enjoying good luck in your
luck cycle (
) but not
having favourable elements
) is
in your annual luck (
liken to living in a dirty and
untidy house amid a clean
town with lush green landscape. It’s also like encountering slow traffic on an
expressway.

大运

流年

Enjoying good luck in your
annual luck (
) but not
having favourable elements

流年

大运

in your luck cycle (
) is
like living in a clean and
tidy house that is located in
a polluted town!
Hence, to achieve optimum
results, the elements in both
the luck cycle (
) and
the annual luck (
) must
be favourable.

大运
流年

“E NJOYING

GOOD LUCK IN YOUR

ANNUAL LUCK

(

大运)
( 流年 )

BUT NOT

HAVING FAVOURABLE ELEMENTS IN
YOUR LUCK CYCLE

IS LIKE

LIVING IN A CLEAN & TIDY HOUSE IN
A POLLUTED TOWN .”
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C AN W E C HANGE OUR L UCK ?

Sadly, the answer is no.
At the moment when we are
born, based on the date and
time of birth, our Ba Zi (
) and luck cycle (
)
are already determined.
Let’s face it. It’s fixed and
we cannot possibly change
our date and time of birth
again! I know it sounds
disappointing and depressing but it’s a fact and we
will have to take it with a
pinch of salt. Life goes on.

八
大运

字

However, for those who are
not enjoying good luck at
the moment, do not be despair. We cannot change
our luck but there are still
other factors to improve or
enhance it.

风水

) is one
Feng Shui (
way. It is an ancient Chi-

nese metaphysical study on
energy flows or how Qi is
moving in a beneficial or
undesirable manner. It is an
art of living in harmony
with the physical environment.

风水

Feng Shui (
) will show
you your favourable sectors
and directions. By aligning
yourselves to these favourable sectors and directions,
you will find that the subtle
effects of Feng Shui (
)
will improve your well being and luck gradually!

风水

Being in good luck, does
not necessarily mean that
we do not have to work and
money will still come our
way. In fact, when in good
luck, we have to work
harder so as to make full
use of the abundant oppor-

W ANT

tunities that will come
knocking on your door!
Despite having favourable
elements during your luck
cycle (
) and annual
), or having good
luck (
Feng Shui (
), we must
not forget to continue to do
charity and good deeds. All
factors have to come together and you are on your
way to better luck!

大运
流年
风水

So are you in luck? Hereby
I wish you good luck and
happiness in your endeavours!

___________________
chang@prosperwithfengshui.com

YOUR LUCK CYCLE ANALYSED ?

C ONTACT

US TO

M AKE

AN APPOINTMENT NOW !

Other Professional Services Available:
•
•
P ROPSE R W ITH F E NG S HUI

•

Feng Shui Audit
Destiny Analysis
Select Auspicious Dates

阳宅风水服务
个人八字分析
看八字择吉日

By CHANG Consultancy

•

Phone: (65) 6775 1638
E-mail: enquiry@ProsperWithFengShui.com
Website: www.ProsperWithFengShui.com

•
•

Select Auspicious Location 吉祥地点选择
Select Auspicious Number 吉祥号码选择
Select Auspicious Logo
标志设计选择

BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

•

Courses & Seminars

玄学课程论坛

